Evidence for the highly conformational nature of the epitope(s) on human thyroid peroxidase that are recognized by sera from patients with Hashimoto's thyroiditis.
To define the epitope(s) on human thyroid peroxidase (TPO) recognized by antibodies in the sera of patients with autoimmune thyroid disease, we constructed and screened a human TPO cDNA sublibrary containing 3.8 million random fragments of human TPO cDNA, each 200-500 basepairs in length. These fragments would code for TPO polypeptides of 66-166 amino acid residues. The validity of this approach was first tested with a murine monoclonal antibody against the denatured human thyroid microsomal antigen (TPO). Analysis of the nucleotide sequence of 14 clones selected from this library enabled molecular identification of the epitope recognized by this monoclonal antibody. In contrast to the data obtained with the monoclonal antibody, sera from patients with Hashimoto's thyroiditis containing polyclonal antimicrosomal/TPO antibodies did not recognize the TPO protein fragments generated by this library. These results differ from previous data obtained with recombinant human TPO fragments generated as bacterial fusion proteins. Our data suggest that, contrary to previous concepts, the natural B-cell epitope(s) on human TPO may be highly conformational (requiring a complex 3-dimensional structure) or may be discontinuous (formed by distant regions of the linear polypeptide chain being brought into apposition by protein folding).